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1 Introduction
Many decades of research and experience have made it clear that there is neither a magic tool
nor any other easy path to real improvements in software quality. Good software can be achieved
only by disciplind hard work. That work includes careful attention to:
• precise specification of the requirements that the software must satisfy
• decomposition of the software into components (modules)
• design of module interfaces
• writing hierarchically structured programs
• precise documentation of design decisions
followed by:
• systematic inspection of all code and documents, and
• disciplined testing
The Software Quality Research Lab at the University of Limerick (SQRL), established with
the generous support of the Science Foundation of Ireland (SFI), conducts both fundamental and
applied research in support of professional software developers. SQRL’s goal is to develop
methods and tools that can be used to assess and improve the quality of industrially developed
software. The methods must be sound, i.e., based on mathematics and computer science, yet
practical, i.e., compatible with the realities of software development. The tools must support
developers when they apply SQRL methods, must be trustworthy, and must have well-designed
user interfaces,
SQRL can achieve its goals only if those who work at SQRL share a fundamental philosophy
about software development. This document is intended to be a living guideline for all who work
at or with SQRL. Suggestions for clarifications, revisions, or additions are always welcome.

2 SQRL Software Design Principles
This section discusses each of the activities listed above. It provides a brief description of the
SQRL approach to each activity and references to more detailed descriptions.

2.1 Specification of System Requirements
High quality software performs exactly the functions required and provides appropriate
interfaces to users and external systems. Design decisions about the external effects of the
software should not be taken by software developers while programming; they should be fully
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specified before the programming begins. A full requirements specification must be available for
every high quality software product. This allows decisions about user-visible behaviour to be
reviewed and revised by people who are not programmers.
Trustworthy descriptions of externally visible behaviour are useful long after the development
is complete. They provide input to those who write user documentation, are helpful in trouble
shooting, and surprisingly useful when revising existing system behaviour. The SQRL approach
to requirements documentation was first described in [2] and illustrated by a complete example in
[3]. Documents such as [20] and [22]provide a more formal explanation of the approach.

2.2 Decomposition into components
Since successful software is almost always changed, software should be organized for ease of
change. Each component must be easy to understand; the structure must allow system changes to
be carried out component-by-component with changes to each component made without
knowledge of internal aspects of other components. This type of “agility” cannot be achieved
without explicit analysis of the set of likely changes and reflecting the results of that analysis in
the “architecture” of the system.
Consequently, SQRL expects that a design decision1 that might have to be reconsidered
should be the “secret” of a single module, so that only that one module would be affected by a
revision of that decision. Moreover, each module should have only one such secret2. This
principle, known as “information hiding”, is also known as “separation of concerns”, “data
hiding”, and reduction of “coupling” [4]. Consistent and systematic application of this principle
leads to very unusual structures. An extensive example is discussed in [5].
Adherence to this principle results in simpler internal interfaces and makes the software easier
to understand and inspect. Consequently, programming errors are less likely and the expected cost
of revision is lower.
However, there is more to decomposition than simply modularisation. There are many other
structures (divisions of a product into parts with specified relations between them) that are
relevant to software quality. Some of these are described in [6] and the most important is
discussed in [7]. A well-thought-out (and well documented) decomposition assists us in
developing “program families” or “product lines” as discussed in [8].

2.3 Interface Design
Software interfaces should be precisely specified abstractions that hide the secret of the
module while allowing all essential operations to be performed. Interface specification is the “flipside” of information hiding, Without it, information hiding can never succeed. Programmers
developing other modules must be able to use the interface specification in lieu of the design
details that are hidden. To achieve this, interface specifications must be precise and complete.

1
Examples of design decisions would be algorithms, data structures, or external interfaces.
2

Two decisions would be considered part of a single secret if it is unlikely that one would
be changed without a corresponding change in the other.
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The interface must be designed so that it need not be changed if the design decisions that
constitute the secret of the module change. SQRL advocates a systematic procedure for designing,
specifying and reviewing such interfaces. The basic concepts behind this approach are discussed
in [9] with detailed examples provided in [10]. A method that works in the vast majority of
practical cases was introduced and illustrated in [11]. More general, but less intuitive approaches,
such as that discussed in [12] and [13], have been proposed. There has been a vast amount of
research on algebraic approaches but none of those approaches is ripe for regular use in industrial
development; more work is clearly needed.

2.4 Program Structure
Individual sequential programs (the constituents of the modules discussed above) should be
“well -structured”. Well-structured programs can easily be decomposed into sub-programs whose
effects can be summarized by a “program function”, allowing their usage to be understood
without looking at internal details or other sub-programs. Well structured programs are more
easily documented and inspected. This topic is discussed and illustrated in [14] and [15].

2.5 Detailed and Systematic Inspection
Inspecting software to determine whether or not it will function as required is not simply a
matter of reading the code hoping to notice errors. Inspection must be performed in a systematic
way so that no cases are overlooked and each case can get careful examination. SQRL’s document
driven inspection procedures are described in [15] and [16].

2.6 Disciplined Testing
In the pursuit of higher software quality, testing and inspection are complementary. Testing
can never be complete; inspection can never reveal the fact that an externally provided component
does not satisfy its specification. SQRL develops methods and tools for documentation-driven
software testing. The precise documentation used for inspection can be also be used to derive test
cases, evaluate test coverage, and to generate test “oracles” (programs that evaluate test results
[17]), and systems that monitor real-time systems [18]. If operational profiles are available, test
results obtained in this way can be used to estimate the in-service reliability of a product.

2.7 Documentation of design decisions
A feature that distinguishes SQRL’s approach to improving software quality from others, is
the central role that it assigns to precise, highly structured, internal documentation.
Even well-structured software will deteriorate if it is not well documented. Without good
documentation, its behaviour will not be understood, changes will not be made properly and
keeping the software useful (often called maintenance) will require a steadily increasing amount
of effort. [19]. To reduce this “aging” effect, documentation must be complete, precise, and
organized in a way that makes information retrieval easy and trustworthy. The contents of the set
of documents recommended by SQRL are described in [20].
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Tabular expressions make it possible to produce documents that have both mathematical
precision and reasonable readability [21], [22]. Tabular expressions can be tested for
completeness and lack of ambiguity. Tabular expressions can also be used in pre-implementation
simulation. Precise documents that contain tabular expressions are used in SQRL’s testing and
inspection processes.

3 Research approach
SQRL regards the ideas described above as a starting point; its goal is to improve the methods
and build a new generation of developer support tools. Researchers will be expected to start from
the principles discussed above, and improve them.
SQRL researchers will be:
• developing methods, notations, and tools to support software developers.
• evaluating the above by working with industry on specific products.
• publishing and presenting scientific papers and reports that describe SQRL’s progress.
Each SQRL researcher will have specific tasks and responsibilities. However, those tasks will
be part of a single overall project; researchers will review and discuss each other’s work regularly.
All SQRL employees are expected to publish their results in reputable scientific journals but
they will also be expected to prepare more detailed reports suitable for use by developers. On
occasion SQRL will also publish designs that are considered to be of high quality and illustrate
the application of good design methods.

3.1 Tool Development
The fact that the SQRL methods and notations are based on sound mathematics and computer
science will allow researchers to build powerful tools that can assist developers when they are
using the methods.
• Some tools will assist developers in producing better documents. For example, tools can
check documents for completeness and consistency.
• Other tools can make these documents more useful. For example, tools can generate test
oracles, generate test cases, and evaluate test coverage based on these documents.
• The documents that are produced using SQRL methods can also form the basis of a
systematic inspection procedure that can be supported by inspection management tools.
The Software Engineering Research Group at McMaster University in Canada produced a
variety of prototype tools which demonstrated the feasibility of such tools [23] and taught us a
great deal. SQRL will be developing a new generation of tools building on this experience using a
new platform and kernel.

3.2 Improved method descriptions
The papers referenced in this document were written over three decades. During that time, the
field has changed a great deal, our understanding has improved, and the notation has been greatly
improved. For example, the example in [4] contains a subtle, insight-provoking, design error that
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has never been discussed in print. The notation used in [11] has been repeatedly revised and has
evolved to the point where many do not see that the original notation was essentially a special
case of the more recent approaches. Moreover, the terminology used in the field has changed, as
has the type of software being written so that the examples used in such papers as [4], [6] and [7]
may no longer seem relevant to software designers. SQRL will publish a series of papers and
reports that present these methods as part of a coherent whole using modern terminology and
notation.

3.3 Case studies
SQRL conducts pragmatic research. Since our goal is to develop methods and tools that
support software developers, we will evaluate our work both by the reception of our publications
and by how well our results actually do support industrial developers in practice. While some
SQRL researchers are developing new methods and tools, other SQRL researchers will be
working with developers to evaluate the usefulness of those tools and methods. Information
gained by using the methods and tools will be “fed back” to the rest of the group and will lead to
improvements in both tools and method descriptions.
Our work with industry will provide our industrial partners with useful information about the
products that we evaluate as well as showing them how they can improve their methods. In return,
the developers will provide SQRL with essential feedback about the weak points of our methods.
Two-way exchange with industry is essential to SQRL’s success.

4 SQRL: Where software researchers can “kick start” research careers.
People interested in research careers are often torn between working in industry or working in
academia. Those who choose academia find their ability to do research limited by the fact that
they must devote a great deal of time to offering high quality education. Those who choose
industry find that project and market pressures interfere with their ability to perform and publish
truly sound research. SQRL provides an opportunity to perform research that is expected to meet
the highest academic standards without teaching responsibilities. SQRL researchers will have
ample opportunity to publish and will not be forced to compromise with quality because of
market pressures.
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